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ABSTRACT

Depending on the physics under consideration, the matrix assembly of a finite element code can
result a costly task. This work presents a hybrid MPI+X parallelization of a finite element code,
where X consists of a task-based programming model together with dynamic load balance.

Shared memory parallelization has been traditionally based on loop parallelization, mainly using
OpenMP pragmas. In the finite element context, there exists a race condition as elements of
different threads can access the same memory positions during the assembly. To handle mutual
exclusion in order to avoid the race condition, OpenMP offers the ATOMIC or CRITICAL directives.
These mechanisms are very practical from the programer point of view, but they can have a large
overhead. Several method have been proposed (e.g. coloring, partitioning) to avoid this overhead,
but they all suffer some drawbacks.

We propose an alternative to overcome all these drawbacks, using the OmpSs programming model.
OmpSs is based on the same syntax as OpenMP and in fact includes most of the existing OpenMP
4.1 features. OmpSs is also one of the forerunners for OpenMP standard. The two original features
considered in this work are multidependencies between tasks and commutative tasks [3]. Firstly,
subdomains are defined as disjoint sets of elements. Secondly, an adjacency graph is created to
express the multidependencies between the subdomains based on common nodes. The element loop
is then splitted into two loops. A loop over the subdomains and then a loop over the elements of
these subdomains. Thus, each task consists of a loop over the elements of a subdomain. In addition
to this task parallelism, a dynamic load balance is used at runtime using the DLB library to share
the resources between the different MPI tasks of the supercomputer nodes.

As illustrative example, we consider the assembly of the Navier-Stokes equations [1, 2]. In partic-
ular, we will show: firstly, that the spatial locality is much better than with a coloring technique;
secondly, the gain in IPC by avoiding the use of ATOMIC directive; thridly, that the dynamic load
balance is a very efficient technique to accelerate even further the element assembly. These three
characteristics contribute conjointly to the speed up of the assembly.
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